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Symplectic homology and periodic orbits near symplectic
submanifolds
Kai Cieliebak, Viktor L. Ginzburg and Ely Kerman
Abstract. We show that a small neighborhood of a closed symplectic submanifold in a
geometrically bounded aspherical symplectic manifold has non-vanishing symplectic homology. As
a consequence, we establish the existence of contractible closed characteristics on any thickening
of the boundary of the neighborhood. When applied to twisted geodesic flows on compact
symplectically aspherical manifolds, this implies the existence of contractible periodic orbits for
of low energy values.
a dense set
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Introduction

The symplectic homology of an open subset of a symplectic manifold is intimately
connected with closed characteristics on the shells near the boundary of the subset,
[FH]. In this paper we show that for a small neighborhood of a compact symplectic
submanifold in a geometrically bounded symplectically aspherical manifold the
symplectic homology does not vanish. As a consequence, we establish the existence
of contractible closed characteristics on any thickening of the boundary of such a
neighborhood.
Symplectic homology was originally introduced and studied in the series of
papers [CFH, CFHW, FH, FHW]. Here we follow more recent treatments from [BPS]
and, more indirectly, from [Vi]. In particular, we consider the (direct limit)
homology of bounded open sets in a geometrically bounded, symplectically
aspherical manifold (W,iv), and we prove the following:
symplectic

Theorem 1.1. Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood of a compact symplectic
submanifold M ofW. Then SH[a-6)(£/) ^ 0 for a < b < 0, when \a\ is sufficiently
large and

\b\

is sufficiently small.

This work was partially supported by the NSF and by the faculty research funds of the
University of California, Santa Cruz. The third author was fully supported by NSERC.
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This yields the following existence result along the lines of the Weinstein-Moser
theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Let H: W

—> R be a smooth function which attains an isolated
•minimum on a compact symplectic submanifold M (say, H\m 0). Then the levels
e} carry contractible periodic orbits for a dense set of small values e>0.

{H

As an application we obtain a new existence theorem for twisted geodesic flows.

Corollary 1.3. Let (M,a) be a compact symplectically aspherical manifold and
consider the cotangent bundle T*M equipped with the twisted symplectic form us
ivo + ir*a, where usq is the standard form onT*M and it T* M —> M is the natural
projection map. Let H: T*M —> R be the standard kinetic energy Hamiltonian for
||p||2. Then the Hamiltonian flow of
a Riemannian metric on M, i.e., H(q,p)
H with respect to lu has contractible periodic orbits on the levels {H e} for a
dense set of small values e > 0.
:

Theorem 1.2 strengthens or complements some other recent existence results.
In particular, it was shown in [GK2], with no assumptions on the symplectic
manifold (W, lu) but when M is a Morse-Bott non-degenerate minimum, that there
exists a sequence of energy values e^ —> 0 such that all the levels {H
e/.} carry
contractible periodic orbits. Furthermore, under suitable additional conditions, a
nontrivial topological lower bound for the number of periodic orbits on every low
energy level was established in [GK1, Ke].
For twisted geodesic flows, Corollary 1.3 augments a large family of existence
results beyond the applications of the results in [GK1, GK2, Ke] described above.
For instance, it was shown in [Mac, Po] that there are contractible periodic orbits
on a sequence of energy levels {H
e^} with t]. —> 0 for any compact manifold M
and any closed form a ^0 with al^ÇM)
0. Also, when M is a torus, there are
0) on almost all energy
periodic orbits (not necessarily contractible, e.g., if a
levels for any a; see [GK1] and references therein, cf. [Ji]. We refer the reader to
the survey [Gi] for a discussion of the results on twisted geodesic flows obtained
prior to 1995.

Remark 1.4. In Theorem 1.1, the assumption that W is geometrically bounded
can be replaced by other hypotheses that ensure that the symplectic homology of
U is well defined. In particular, the theorem also holds for symplectic manifolds
with symplectically convex boundary (see Remark 2.3). The choice to consider
geometrically bounded manifolds was motivated by our interest in the application
to twisted geodesic flows.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the définition of
geometrically bounded manifolds and show that twisted cotangent bundles are
In Section 3, we briefly review the définitions and properties
geometrically bounded.
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of Floer and symplectic homology which are essential for the proofs of the mam
theorems. We also show that the non-vanishing property of symplectic homology
implies the "nearby" existence of periodic orbits. In Section 4, we show that the
symplectic homology in question is non-vanishing and complete the proofs of the
main theorems. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss the notion of a relative homological
capacity related to these results.

Acknowledgments. The authors are deeply grateful to Basak Gürel and JeanClaude Sikorav for useful discussions and suggestions. The second author would
also like to thank the ESI, Vienna for the hospitality during the period when
this work was essentially completed. The third author would like to express his
gratitude to the Fields Institute and the University of Toronto for their hospitality.

Geometrically bounded symplectic manifolds

2.

2.1.

Definition of geometrically bounded symplectic manifolds

In what follows, we will need to use the Floer homology of compactly supported
functions on non-compact symplectically aspherical manifolds. In order for this
to be well defined, certain conditions on the manifold at infinity must be imposed
to ensure that the necessary compactness theorems hold. One standard way to
achieve this is to require the symplectic manifold to be in a certain sense convex.

-

-

However, the manifolds we are most interested in twisted cotangent bundles
do not generally meet this requirement. Hence convexity is replaced here by the
less restrictive requirement that the manifold is geometrically bounded. Let us
recall the définition.

Definition 2.1. A symplectic manifold (W,iv) is said to be geometrically bounded
if W admits an almost complex structure J and a complete Riemannian metric g
such

that

GB1.

J is uniformly w-tame,

i.e., for some positive constants c\ and ci we have
2

and

KX,y)|<c2||X||||y||

for all tangent vectors X and Y to W.
GB2. The sectional curvature of (W, g) is bounded from above and the injectivity radius of (W, g) is bounded away from zero.

g,

Observe that if W is compact then condition (GB1) holds automatically when
and J are compatible, i.e.,

us

u(',J')

g(',').

(1)

Clearly, for compact manifolds condition (GB2) also holds for any metric, and
every compact symplectic manifold is geometrically bounded. Other examples
so
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of geometrically bounded manifolds are given in the next section. We refer the
reader to Chapters V (by J.-C. Sikorav) and X (by M. Audin, F. Lalonde and
L. Polterovich) in [AL] for a more detailed discussion of this concept.

2.2. Example: twisted cotangent bundles
Let us recall the définition of a twisted cotangent bundle. Consider a closed
manifold M and a closed two-form (magnetic field) a on M. Set W
T*M. The
form lu
ujo + vr*<7 is called a twisted symplectic form, where usq is the standard
symplectic form on T*M and tt: T*M —> M is the natural projection.
One reason these forms are of interest is because the Hamiltoman flow of the
standard kinetic energy Hamiltonian H T* M —> R, defined by a Riemannian
metric on M, describes the motion of a charge on M in the magnetic field a. This
is also called a twisted geodesic flow.
:

Proposition 2.2. A twisted cotangent bundle (T*M,lu) is geometrically
for any closed manifold M and any closed two-form a on M.

bounded

This proposition is, of course, well known. The fact that T*M satisfies
condition (GB2) for the natural metric induced by a metric on M, is stated without
a proof in [AL]; see p. 96 and p. 286. This assertion is used by Lu in [Lu] to
show that a twisted cotangent bundle (again, with a natural metric) is geometrically
bounded. For the sake of completeness, we outline a proof of Proposition 2.2
below (for a different choice of metric on T*M)1

T* M formed by fiberwise dilations by the
Proof. Let <pt be the flow on W
factor e*. The standard symplectic form lvq is homogeneous of degree one with
e* luq. Pick a fiberwise convex hypersurface S in
respect to the dilations: <f*uJo
W, enclosing the zero section M. Note that S has contact type for uq, but not
necessarily for the twisted form lu. Denote by U the closure of the unbounded
component of the complement to S in W, i.e., U
Ut>oft(^)On the vector bundle TW|s, pick any fiberwise metric g and a complex structure
which are compatible with loq in the sense of equation (1). (We also require
the radial vectors to be g-orthogonal to S.) Let us extend these structures to U
so

that
cp*g

ég for t >

0,

(2)

i.e., g, just as lvq, is homogeneous of degree one with respect to the dilations, and

J°{<Pt)*

(Vt)* oJ-

Then the metric g, the almost complex structure J, and usq are compatible on U
and hence the condition (GB1) holds for these structures. We will show that this
The authors are grateful to Jean-Claude Sikorav for suggesting to us the idea of this proof.
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condition also holds for g, J, and w for, perhaps, a dilated hypersurface E.
The metric g is obviously complete. Indeed, identifying U with E x [1, oo), we
that the metric g has the form
see

g=dt2
t

ff|E
t

t

It is then clear that the integral curves y>t(x), for £ > 0 and x G E, are minimizing
geodesies of g. Thus, the distance from x to y>t(x) is equal to lnt and goes to oo as
—> oo. Therefore, every bounded subset of U is contained in some shell Sx [1,£]
and is, hence, relatively compact. This is equivalent to completeness.
It follows readily from (2) that the sectional curvature of g goes to zero as
x —> oo in U. As a consequence, the sectional curvature of g is bounded from
above on U. Combined with completeness, this implies that the injectivity radius
is bounded away from zero. Thus, condition (GB2) holds.
It is also easy to verify condition (GB1). Note that tt*<7 is homogeneous of
-K*a. Then, by a straightforward calculation, it
degree zero for yt, i.e., f*iv*a
is clear that for any positive constants c\ < 1 and c^ > 1, this condition holds in
the smaller set <pt(U), provided that t is large enough.
To complete the proof it suffices to extend g and J to the bounded part W

t

<Pt{U).

\

Remark 2.3. Recall that an open symplectic manifold (W, lvq) is said to be convex
at infinity if there exists: a hypersurface E C W which separates W into one set
with compact closure and another, U, with non-compact closure; and a flow of
E. (See
symplectic dilations on U, ft (for t > 0), which is transversal to dU
[EG].) An argument similar to the proof above (with the exception of the step
dealing with 7r*<r) shows that a symplectic manifold (W, uq) which is convex at
is also geometrically bounded. This reasoning together with the fact that
is "small" compared to lvq is the main point of the proof above.

infinity
7T*<7

3.

Symplectic homology

3.1. Floer theory

In this section

we briefly recall the définitions of Floer homology and symplectic
homology as well as some of their properties. All the results here are stated
without proof. The reader interested in a detailed treatment of Floer homology
should consult, for example, [HZ, Sa] or the original sources [Fil, F12, F13]. For
the definition and properties of symplectic homology the reader is referred to
[BPS, CFH, CFHW, FH, FHW, Vi].2
2
The definitions of symplectic homology vary considerably from paper to paper. Here we adopt
the approach of [BPS].
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3.1.1. Floer ho mo logy for negative actions
Let (W,lv) be a symplectic manifold, possibly open, which is geometrically
bounded (see Definition 2.1). Assume, as well, that (W, u>) is symplectically aspherical, i.e.,
"U(W0 0 and Cl(TW)\V2{w) 0.
Denote by TL the space of smooth, compactly supported functions on S1 x W
equipped with the strong Whitney C^-topology, [Hi]. To each H £ H we can
associate the time-dependent Hamiltonian vector field Xh which is defined by the
equation dH
—%xHu. The set of contractible periodic orbits of Xh with period
equal to one is denoted by V(H).
Let CW be the space of smooth contractible loops in W. We can also associate
to each H eH the action functional Ah CW^R given by
'¦

AH(x)

I x*u;+ Js1
[ H(t,x)dt,
- Jd2

dD2 as x. This functional
where x: D2^W is any map which restricts to S1
is well defined since w|,r2(jy)
0, and the critical points of Ah are exactly the
elements of V(H). The set of critical values of Ah is called the action spectrum
and we denote it by

S(H)

{Ah(x) x
I

G

V(H)}.

Lemma 3.1 ([Se], [BPS]). The action spectrum S(H) is compact and nowhere
dense for every H G TL. Moreover, it is lower semi-continuous in H in the
following sense: for every H GH and any neighborhood V of S(H) in R there is an
open neighborhood U of H such that S(H) C V for all H G U.
Proof. The first statement is proved in [Sc]. The second statement is quoted from
[BPS] and can be proven as follows. Let ip^ be the time-t flow of Xh¦ One can
associate to H its fixed point set Fix(H)
{x G W tp^(x) x} and the function
AH{^{x)). Clearly, aH(Fix(H)) S(H). The
aH W -* R denned by aH(x)
result now follows from the fact that if H G TL is close to H in the strong Whitney
C^-topology, then Fix(H) is close to Fix(H) and aH is C1-close to an ¦
\

:

In general terms, the Floer homology of H is the homology of the (relative)
Morse-Smale-Witten complex of Ah on CW. However, when W is not compact,
every point in the complement of supp H is & degenerate 1-periodic orbit (critical
point of Ah with zero action. To avoid this set, we will only consider the homology
generated by the contractible 1-periodic orbits with negative action.
More precisely, for a fixed a G (—oo,0), set

Va(H)

{xe P(H) AH{x)
|

< a}

and assume that H satisfies the following condition:
(*a): Every 1-periodic orbit x G Va(H) is nondegenerate.

560
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Since ci{TW)\k2(w)
0, the elements oîVa(H) are graded by the Conley-Zehnder
index /xcz see [Sa]. With this, the Floer complex of H for actions less than a is
the graded Z2-vector space

ffi

CFa(H)=

Z2x.

To define the Floer boundary operator, we first fix an almost complex structure
be the set
Jgb for which (W, 10) is geometrically bounded as in Definition 2.1. Let
of smooth t-dependent w-tame almost complex structures which are w-compatible
defines
near supp (H) and are equal to Jgb outside some compact set. Each J G
a positive-definite bilinear form on CW. We can then consider the moduli space
A4(x,y,H,J) of downward gradient-like trajectories of Ah which go from x to
y and have finite energy. For a dense subset, Jreg{H) C J1 each moduli space
A4(x, y, H, J) is a smooth manifold of dimension ncz{x) — Mcz(y)The Floer boundary operator is then defined by

J

J

dHJx=

J2
yeVa(H) with Mcz(œ)-Mcz(j/)

r{x,y)y,
1

where t(x, y) stands for the number (mod 2) of elements in Ai(x, y, H, J)/R and
R acts (freely) by translation on the gradient-like trajectories. The operator dH J
0 and the resulting Floer homology groups HFa(i7) are
satisfies dHJ o dHJ
independent of the choice of J G Jreg{H).

Remark 3.2. Since (W, 10) with Jgb is geometrically bounded and H is compactly
supported, there is a uniform C°-bound for the elements of Ai(x, y, H, J) (see, for
example, Chapter V in [AL]). Hence, the compactness of the appropriate moduli
spaces follows from the usual arguments.
Remark 3.3. In this definition of dHJ
considering

we ignore matters

of orientation by

only coefficients in Z2,

Remark 3.4. It is unclear whether HFa(i7) depends on the choice of Jgb- The
Floer homology HFa(i7) is independent of this choice if the set of almost complex
structures for which W is geometrically bounded is connected.

It will also be useful to consider Floer homology restricted to smaller negative
action intervals. More precisely, for constants —00
1eti7G Hab,

<a<6<0

where

Hab

{HeH\a,b<£S(H)}.

Assume, as well, that H has property (*6). Then CFa(H) is a subcomplex of
GFb(H) and HF[a6)(i7) is the homology of the quotient complex GF[a-b)(H)

CFb(H)/CFa(H) with the induced boundary operator.

Periodic orbits near symplectic submanifolds
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It follows from Lemma 3.1 that Ha'b is open in H. Moreover, in each component
oîHa'b, the functions with property (*6) form a dense set and have locally identical
Floer homology groups. Therefore, one can define FlF^a'b'(H) for any H G TLa'h
the restricted Floer homology of a nearby function in Ha'b with property (*6).
as

3.1.2. Morse Bott Floer homology
The extension of the définition of RF[a'b)(H) to every H G Ha'b is particularly
useful in the Morse-Bott case which we now describe.
A subset P C V{H) is said to be a Morse-Bott manifold of periodic orbits
the set Co
{#(0) x G P} is a compact submanifold of W and TXoCq
ker(D(f>H(xo) — id) for every xq g Cq. Here <f>H is the time-1 flow of Xh¦
For such sets of periodic orbits we have the following result which holds for
geometrically bounded, symplectically aspherical manifolds.

if

|

Theorem 3.5. (Pozniak, [Po, Corollary 3.5.4]; Biran-Polterovich-Salamon, [BPS,
Let -oo < a < b < 0 and H G Ha<b. Suppose that the set
{x G V(H) a < Ah < b} is a connected Morse-Bott manifold of periodic
orbits. ThenRF[a'b)(H) is isomorphic to Ht(P;Z2).
Section 5.2].)

P

|

The isomorphism in this theorem does not preserve grading, i.e., HF*' (H)
H*-j(P;7Li) for some shift which depends on the linearized flow of H around
the orbits in P.

j

3.1.3. Monotone homotopies
Let H, K G H be two functions with H(t, x) > K(t, x) for all (t, x) £ S1 x W.
Then there exists a monotone homotopy s i—> Ks from H to K, i.e., a smooth

family of functions Ks

gH

that

such

s

~

JH

for

s G

(-oo, -1]

[K forsG[l,oo)

and dsKs < 0. If c < 0 is not a critical value for Ah or Ak and if H and K have
nondegeneracy property (*c), then each monotone homotopy defînes a Floer chain
map

*kh:

C

Moreover, every y G Ve(K) which appears in the image of x G Ve(H) under
satisfies Ak{v) < Ah(x). Thus, if H and K are in Ha>b and have property (*6),
then (Jkh determines a chain map for the quotient complexes

aKH: CF[a'b)(H)->CF[a'b)(K)
which induces

a

homomorphism in Floer homology

aKH: RF[

K. Cieliebak, V. L. Ginzburg and E. Kerman
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Just as the Floer homology groups FLF[a'b)(H) and HF1"'6*^) are locally
constant on Ha'b, so too is the homomorphism
okh- This allows one to extend the
définition of the homomorphism okh to functions H and K in TLa'b which may
not have the nondegeneracy property (*b).
The following results concerning these homomorphisms are well known see,
e.g., [CFH, FH] and [BPS, Sections 4.4 and 4.5].
;

Lemma 3.6. The homomorphism (Jkh is independent of the

choice of the

monotone

homotopy Ks and satisfies the following identities

°kh o vhg
aHH

vkg for G > H > K,
id for every H G Ha'b.

Lemma 3.7. // Ks is a monotone homotopy from H to K such that Ks G
for all s G [-1,1], then aKH: HF[a' b) (H)^FLF[a'b) (K) is an isomorphism.

TLa'b

This last result states that the only way in which the map ctkh can fail to be
an isomorphism is if periodic orbits, with action equal to a or 6, are created during
the homotopy. In fact, this is a particular instance of the following more general
phenomenon.
Let Ks be a monotone homotopy from H to K, as above. Assume, for some
G Uc'b and

c<a, that K

aKH(CFa(H)) C CFC(K).
Then aKH induces a homomorphism âKH from RF[a'b)(H) to RF[c'b)(K). (We
"
use the hat " " to emphasize the fact that the map goes between Floer homology
groups restricted to different intervals of actions.) In this case, we get the following
generalization of Lemma 3.7.

Lemma 3.8. For s G [—1,1], let as be a continuous family of numbers, less thanb,
such that a_i
a and a\
c. If the monotone homotopy Ks satisfies Ks G TLas'b
for every

s G [—1,

1], then

âKH: RF[a'b)(H)->RF[c'b)(K)
is an isomorphism.

Remark 3.9. To define the chain maps above and to prove that the homomorphisms
aKH and &kh are independent of the choice of the monotone homotopy (as
long as Ks G Has'b), one needs to consider moduli spaces which are defined using
generic parameterized families in J. Each such family is constant and equal to Jgb
outside a compact set in W. Hence, as in Remark 3.2, the necessary compactness
statements follow from the standard arguments.

Periodic orbits near symplectic submanifolds
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3.2. Symplectic homology

3.2.1. Direct limits and exhausting sequences
Following closely the discussion in [BPS, Sections 4.6 and 4.7], we recall here
the algebraic constructions needed to define symplectic homology. Let (/, ^) bea
partially ordered set which is thought of as a category with precisely one morphism
from i to whenever i -< j. A 'partially ordered system of R-modules over is a
functor from this category to the category of R-modules. This is written as a pair
(G, <t) where G assigns to each i G an iî-module Gj and a assigns to each i < 3
an iî-module homomorphism aQl : Gt —> Go such that a^3 o aJt
a^ for i ¦< ¦< k
and an is the identity on Gj.
The partially ordered set (/, ¦<) is said to be upwardly directed if for each
G
there is an / G such that i ¦< I and ¦< I. In this case, the functor (G, a) is called
a directed system of R-modules and its direct limit is defined as

I

j

/

/

—

j

i,j /

j

lim G
where ({, x)

{({, x)

|

i

/, x

G

G

Gi}/ -,

an /
/ such that i <l, j <l and
/ there is a natural homomorphism

(j, y) if and only if there exists

Note also that for each

i

G

(,j

Gj

:

—>

G

lim G

which takes x to the equivalence class [i,x\.
It is possible to actually compute a direct limit given an exhausting sequence.
This is a sequence {v]vez+ C with the following two properties:
• For every v G Z+ we have iv ¦< iv^\ and <t^+1^ Glv —> G^+1 is an isomorphism.

/

:

• For every

«

/ there exists

G

Lemma 3.10. For

isomorphism

v

a

G

Z+ such that i

<iv.

such a sequence the map

ilv
«s ara

for all v

G

Glv

:

—>

lim G

Z+.

3.2.2. Construction of SR[a'b)(U)
Let C/ C W be a bounded open subset. We are now in a position to define
an invariant SWa'b'(U) of U, called the symplectic homology of U for the action
interval [a, b). This is done by taking the direct limit of certain Floer homology
groups.

Let
Ha'b(U)

{H

G

Ha'b

|

supp(H) C

S1

x U, H\sixU < 0}.

This set has a partial order given by

H

<K

«=^

H>K,

K. Cieliebak. V. L. Ginzburg and E. Kerman
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and it is clearly upwardly directed. Note that Ha'b(U)^=0 for any —oo<a<6<0.
To each H G Ha'b(U), we can associate the Z2-vector space given by the Floer
homology groups }îF^a'b\H). Furthermore, for H ¦< K we have, by Lemma 3.6, a
homomorphism okh which satisfies the required identities to make this a directed
system. Passing to the direct limit, we set
SR[a-b)(U)
As, above, for each

H

G

=limHF[a-6)(F).

Ha'b(U) we have the natural homomorphism

Remark 3.11. The condition that supp(H) C S1 x U is sometimes replaced
by the weaker requirement supp(H) C S1 x Ü, see [CFH, FH], where the bar
denotes the closure. This results in a symplectic homology with properties similar
to the ones considered here and in [BPS]. However, it is likely that the different
definitions can yield different symplectic homology groups when dll fails to have
contact type. It is also worth noticing that the symplectic homology defined with
supp(H) C S1 x Ü cannot be calculated by passing to exhausting sequences (but
rather exhausting families of functions). For example, the functions Hv from
Section 3.3 could not be used to calculate such symplectic homology.
We now recall the definitions and properties of some of the natural maps
introduced in [FH] for symplectic homology. The reader interested in further details
and the proofs of these properties should consult [BPS, CFH, FH].

3.2.3. Monotonicity maps
Let V C U also be
inclusion

a

bounded open subset of W. Then we have the natural

na'b{v) c na-b(u)
and the induced natural homomorphism in symplectic homology
4>uv:

SR[a-b)(V)^SR[a-b)(U),

which is called a monotonicity map.

Lemma 3.12. For

a nested sequence

U\ C Ui C Us of bounded open subsets of

The relationship of the monotonicity map and the map

ijj

is described, for
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Ha'b(V), by the following commutative diagram
SH[a,

b)

(1/)

tEl

„ gH[a,

6)

(t/)

3.2.4. Exact triangles
For —oo
of complexes

<a<b<c<0

and a function

i7

we have the short exact sequence

0 _> GF[a-b)(H) -> GF[a-c)(H) -> GF[b-c)(H) -? 0.

If a,b,c
by

<£

S(H), this

sequence yields the exact homology triangle Aa

HF[a-b)

[a- c)

(H)

5

C(-H")

given

{H)

RF[b'c)(H)
Passing to the direct limit, we obtain an exact triangle Aa
homology for U:

5

c(£/) for the symplectic

SH[a'6)(t/)

SH[6'c)(t/)
Note that the map d* has degree —1 in both diagrams.
Finally, let us describe a relation between the exact triangles and the homomorphisms induced by monotone homotopies which will be crucial to us later on. Let
{Ks} be a monotone homotopy between functions H,K G Ha'b(U) with H > K.
As mentioned above, this induces a homomorphism

aKH: RF[a-b)(H)->RF[a-b)(K).
If, for some c < a, we have
induces a homomorphism

K

âKH:

G

Hcb and aKH(GFa(H)) C GFC(K), then Ks also
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The following diagram commutes

RF[c'b)(K)

where H is the map from the exact triangle Ar^

Proof. Using the explicit definition of the maps ctkh an(i vkh (see [CFH, FH]),
D
it is not hard to see that the diagram commutes even on the chain level.

3.3. Symplectic homology and "nearby existence"

of periodic orbits

Let S be a smooth hypersurface in (W,iv). The kernel of the restriction of us
to E is 1-dimensional everywhere. The corresponding foliation of E is called the
characteristic foliation and its leaves are called characteristics. If S is a regular
level set for a smooth function H: W —> R, then the Hamiltonian vector field
Xjj is tangent to the characteristic foliation and so closed characteristics on E
correspond to periodic orbits of Xh on E.
If U is a bounded open subset of W with smooth boundary dll, then the
symplectic homology SWa'b\lJ) detects the contractible closed characteristics on
dU and define a thickening
or near dU. To make this idea more precise, set E
of S to be a map ^ [—1,0] x T<^W which is a diffeomorphism on its image and
satisfies *({0} x E)
E and
0) x E) C U. The following result, in a slightly
different form, goes back to [FH].
:

*([-l,

Suppose that SR[a'b)(U) ± 0 for -oo < a < b < 0. Then for
dU there is a sequence {tt} C [—1,0), converging to 0,
of Yj
any thickening
such that all corresponding hyper surfaces E^
^(tt x E) carry contractible closed

Proposition 3.14.

^

characteristics.
Proof. Assume that no such sequence exists. Then there exists a number A G
[—1,0) such that none of the hypersurfaces Et for t G [A, 0) contains a contractible
closed characteristic. Consider a sequence of smooth functions /„ : [A, 0]—>(—oo, 0]
with the following properties:

fort
fort
t

U{t) > U+i(t)

G

G

[A/4z/,0],

-

G [A,A(1
l/4z/)].
(A(l -l/4z/),A/4z/).

for all v

G

Z+ and t

G [A,

0].
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setting
for x e W \ Ü,

{0/„(*)

a-v

forz€Et,t€[-l,0),
x£ £/\*([-l,0) x
for
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:

T^^R by

£).

The functions {i/„} clearly have the second property of an exhausting sequence and
satisfy Hv > Hv^\. We claim that the maps (Jhv+1hv are (trivially) isomorphisms
and the functions {Hu} indeed form an exhausting sequence. By construction, the
Hamiltonian vector fields Xuv are nonzero only on the level sets corresponding
to the hypersurfaces {^t}te[x,o)- On these level sets, the trajectories of the X^
correspond to characteristics and, by assumption, none of these can be closed and
contractible. Away from the level sets {T^t}te[x,o), the trajectories are all constant
and have action either equal to zero or less than a. Thus, the Floer homology
groups HF'a'fl'(ff1/) are trivial for all v and the functions Hv form an exhausting
sequence. This implies that
SR[a'b)(U)

which is

4.

a

LH„(RF[a'b)(H„))

contradiction.

0,

D

Proofs of the main theorems

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. Since most
of this section is devoted to the proof of the first of these theorems, we recall its
assertion for the sake of convenience.

Theorem 4.1. Let M

be a compact symplectic submanifold of a geometrically
bounded symplectically aspherical manifold (W,iv). Let U be a sufficiently small
neighborhood of M in W. Then SH[a'6)(£/) ^ 0 for a < b < 0, when \a\ is
sufficiently large and \b\ is sufficiently small.

Combining Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 3.14, we obtain Theorem 1.2 as
The symplectic submanifold M is assumed to be an isolated local minimum
H: W —> R with H\m 0. Hence, all level sets {H e} have connected
components which are close to M and bound small neighborhoods of M, when e > 0
is small. We denote these neighborhoods by Ve, i.e., Ve is connected component of
the sub-level set {H < e} which contains M.
Let eo be a regular value of H which is small enough for Theorem 4.1 to apply
to the neighborhood Veo of M. By Proposition 3.14 there is a sequence of level sets
eo} bounding Veo, all of which
converging to the connected component of {H
contain contractible closed characteristics and hence contractible periodic orbits
of Xh The same argument can now be applied to any regular value e < cq and
follows.

of
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the existence of contractible periodic orbits on a dense set of small level sets then
follows from the fact that regular values are dense.

4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1

^

Let E
M be the symplectic normal bundle to M, i.e., the symplectic orthogonal
complement to TM in TW\m- We first recall that a neighborhood of the zero
section in E has a natural symplectic structure. Moreover, on this neighborhood,
there exists a fiberwise quadratic Hamiltonian whose flow is periodic. This can be
seen as follows.
Let us equip E with a Hermitian metric which is compatible with the fiberwise
symplectic structure on E. We denote by p: E —> R the square of the fiberwise
\\z\\2. Recall that E has a canonical fiberwise one-form whose
norm, i.e., p(z)
differential is the fiberwise symplectic form. (The value of this form at z G E is
equal to the contraction of the fiberwise symplectic form by z.)
Fixing a Hermitian connection on E, we extend this fiberwise one-form to a
genuine one-form 9 on E. Then the form

-d9 + a

ue

is symplectic on a neighborhood of the zero section in E. Here we have identified
u)\m with its pull-back to E.
It is not hard to see that all orbits of the Hamiltonian flow of the function

a

p: E —> R are periodic with period tt, just as for the square of the standard norm
on R2n. (In fact, %x^e
z/2 everywhere on E, where X is the vector field
generating the standard fiberwise Hopf action.) This fact will be essential for the
calculation of the Floer homology of a small tubular neighborhood of M in W.
By the symplectic neighborhood theorem, a sufficiently small neighborhood of
M in (W, lu) is symplectomorphic to a small neighborhood of M in (E, lue)- From
now on, we will assume that this identification has been made. Hence, in what
follows, lu
lue and p is regarded as a function on a neighborhood of M in W.
Sometimes, we will write p(z) as \\z\\2.
Denote by Br the disc bundle of radius r in E. The key to the proof of Theorem
4.1 is the following result.

Proposition 4.2. Let

0

a e

<

r

<R

be

sufficiently small and assume that

[-oo,-nR2)

and

&G[-7rr2,0).

Then
where
n0

-(dimM - codimM),
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<f>BRBr

'¦

SH„o

(Br)

—?

SH„o

'(Br)
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is an isomorphism.

Remark 4.3. In [FHW], Floer, Hofer and Wysocki compute the symplectic homology of ellipsoids in R2n and prove results which are analogous to Proposition
R2n (see Corollary 2 and Proposition 6). Our proof of Proposition
4.2 for E
4.2 is similar in spirit to that in [FHW]. However, instead of using explicitly
perturbed non-degenerate Hamiltonians as in [FHW], we use Pozniak's theorem (see
Theorem 3.5) to calculate the relevant Floer homology groups. This is motivated
by the successful use of this technique in [BPS].
Remark 4.4. The hypothesis that R > 0 is small is only needed to guarantee that
Br is contained in W for which the Floer homology is defined. This hypothesis
can sometimes be relaxed. For example, if lje is symplectic on the entire total
space of E and (E, to) is geometrically bounded, we can take arbitrarily large radii
R and r.
Theorem 4.1 follows immediately from Proposition 4.2. Indeed, when U is
small enough, we may assume that U C Br and, since M C U, the disc bundle
Br is contained in U for sufficiently small r > 0, i.e.,

BrCUC Br.
By Lemma 3.12, the inclusion map

4>BRBr

factors as

SH[a-6)(Br) -? SH[a-6)(t/) -? SH[a-6)(Bfi),
and by Proposition 4.2, the map 4>BRBr is a nontrivial isomorphism for suitable
negative constants a and b. Thus, we conclude that SWa'b'(U) =/= 0.

4.2.

Proof of Proposition 4.2

4.2.1. Outline of the proof
First we consider the following diagram which allows us to work in the setting
of Floer homology:

^^

(4)

Here, {iï£}J,eZ+ and {H^}uez+ are chosen to be upward exhausting sequences
for the symplectic homology groups SH[a>6)(Br) and SH[a>6)(Bfi), respectively.
Hence, the two vertical arrows are isomorphisms (for sufficiently large v). For
large enough z/, the functions H^ and H^ belong to TLab and H^ > H^. Hence,
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the map aHnHr is well defined. The fact that the diagram commutes then follows
easily from diagram (3) and the définition of the direct limit.
By diagram (4), Proposition 4.2 will follow from the two results below which
concern the restricted Floer homology of the functions Hf,. In particular, these
results imply that the groups HF^o'6)(i^) and KF[£b){H*) are nontrivial, and
that aHnHr is an isomorphism between them.

Claim 4.5. Let n-o ^(dimM — codimM). For every
which is not a negative integer multiple o/tts2, the map

s G

[r,R] and any

c

< a

II: RF^b\Ht)^RF^b\Ht)
is (eventually) an isomorphism and

Here,

n

is the map from the exact triangle

Claim 4.6. Let k'

be

the largest integer

< si <

so

Then there is a constant

c,

y

satisfying

Aca6(i7*).

in (0, —aj-nr1) and let sq, si

aHnHr

HFifj 6)

:

[r, R] satisfy

G

1 -

c

< a, such that the map

is (eventually) well defined and an isomorphism.
to be a negative integer multiple of ns\.

Moreover, c can

Claim 4.5 implies that the groups HFJ,a0'6)(#£) and
morphic to Z2. Then, it just remains to show that

(^

-

be

HFJ^i^)

chosen not

are both iso-

6>

HF^j (H?)

is an isomorphism. To see this, let so and si satisfy the assumptions of Claim 4.6
and consider the following version of the commutative diagram from Lemma 3.13:

(5)

HF[a,

6)

(Hs

Together, Claims 4.5 and 4.6 imply that the map

vHti h:o

:

(^ )- HFifj6)

HFifj6)

(F^1

is an isomorphism. Now, by Lemma 3.6, for any sequence

r

s0

<

s-i

<

•

•

•

< sfc_i < sk= R,

{sl}l=ii

__^

with
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we can decompose aHnHr as

Choosing the sequence si,..., sj. so that sj < sj+i < -y/l + l/(k' + 1)sj,
that o-jjfljj; is an isomorphism from HFJ?0'6)(#£) to RF[£b)(H?).

we see

4.2.2. Rescaling
1 and R > 1.
For simplicity, we will assume that r
This can always be
achieved by scaling the symplectic structure on W and the metric on E. In this
case, the fixed constants a and b satisfy a < —ttR2 < —tt < b < 0, and k' is the
largest integer in (0, —a/n).

4.2.3. The functions Hf,
Here, we construct the functions Hf,, describe their closed orbits with period
equal to one, and prove that for each s G [1, R] the sequence {Hf,} is (eventually)
upwardly exhausting for SH[a6)(ßs).
We begin by constructing the exhausting sequence {H„} {Hl} for SH^'^^Bi).
These functions depend only on the norm of the fibre variable, i.e., Hu
i7j,(||z||).
The functions Hf, are then obtained by rescaling the argument as i7*(||z||)
Hv{\\z\\/s).
Consider a sequence of smooth nondecreasing functions /„: [0, oo) —> (—oo,0],
for v G Z+, with the following properties (see Figure 1):

fortG[l-l/2-+2,oo),
[0,
- 1/2"].
for t (1 - l/2"+1, - l/2^+2).
- 3/2^+2, - l/2"+1].
- 1/2^, - 3/2ly+2) and
- l/2ly+1, - l/2ly+2).

for t
(F2)

/^(t)

(F3)

/^(t)

G

[-l/2"+2,0]
22ly+2

(F4) /^' > 0 for t
/^' < 0 for t
On ß
ßi, set

for all t

G (1
G (1

1

G

1

G

1

G [1

1

1

\

and extend this function to be identically zero on W B.
Recall that on the neighborhood of M where lüe is symplectic, the Hamiltonian
flow of p(z)
\\z\\2 is totally periodic with period tt. Hence, for each v, the flow
of Xhv is totally periodic and the trajectories on each level set of Hv all have
the same period. The level sets which consist of non-constant closed orbits with
period equal to one correspond to the solutions of the equations

fv{\\A\2)

k*,

(6)
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where
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fv

is a positive integer. These solutions are easy to classify When k is in the
[1, 2"+3/tt), there are exactly two levels of Hv where equation (6) holds:

Since 22"+2

Nil2

*j7,fe,

Nil2

t+h,

^ ttZ+, there

where
where

t^k
t+,

G [1
G (1

- 1/2", - 3/2"+2), and
- l/2"+1,1 - l/2"+2].
1

are no other solutions to (6).

Remark 4.7. As v increases, one just obtains new solutions t^k of equation (6)
for increasingly large values of k.
We now show that, for large enough z/, only the orbits on the levels ||z||2
G (1
l/2"+1, 1 l/2"+2) with k G [1, -a/ir) have action in (a, b}. By a
simple calculation, the action of each of the orbits on the level set ||z||2
t^k is
equal to

-

t+k

-

Since /„(£) < —2" for all t G [0,1—3/2"+2], the actions Av k decrease exponentially
to negative infinity as v —> oo. Hence, the orbits on the levels ||z||2
tvk will

eventually have action less than a. It is also easy to check that the actions A^k(l)
decrease monotonically to — -nk as v —> oo. Thus, because b > — tt, all the levels
INI2 =^tk wl^ eventually have action less than b. Similarly, the levels ||z||2 =t^k,

with k

G

(—a/n, 2"+3/tt), will eventually have action less than a.
discussion we also see that the functions {Hu} belong to Hab for all

From this
sufficiently large v.

Lemma 4.8. The sequence {Hv} is (eventually) upwardly exhausting for the symplectic homology SH[a-6)(B).
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Proof. The only property that is not immediately obvious is that (Jhv+1hv is an
isomorphism for all sufficiently large v. To see this, consider v as a continuous
parameter and look at the monotone homotopy {i7J/+T}re[o.i] between Hu and
i/„+i. When v is large enough, the new periodic orbits with period one which
appear as goes from zero to one will all have action less than a. (This follows from
Remark 4.7 and the fact that *4+fc(l) —> —/jtt as^^ oo.) Hence, {H1J+T} G TLab
for all G [0,1] and Lemma 4.8 immediately follows from Lemma 3.7.
D

t

t

Remark 4.9. The
exhausting

For

1

same argument shows that {Hu} is (eventually) upwardly
for every SH[cd)(ß) with a < c < d < 0.

<

s

< R, we now define the functions

Hsv

by the equation

For these new Hamiltonians the level sets consisting of 1-periodic orbits are defined
by the equations

s^.

f'Mz\?/s2)
When k is any integer in

[1,

(1

(7)

2i/+3/tts2) each of these equations has two

||z||2
s2tfk(s), where t~ k(s) is in - 1/2", - 3/2"+2) and t+fc(s) is in
l/2"+1,1 - l/2"+2]. We also have t±k(s) -? t±k as -^ for all k and v.
-The
these level sets
actions of the orbits
1

[1

solutions,

s

1

are equal to

on

As v —> oo, the actions A~k(s) decrease exponentially to negative infinity, and the
actions A^k(s) decrease monotonically to —irks2.
Just as above, Hsv is in Hab for sufficiently large v, and the only orbits with
action in [a, 6) are those on the level sets ||z||2
s2i+fc(s) for k G [f, —a/us2).
The same arguments also show that the functions Hsv (eventually) form an upward
R.
exhausting sequence for SH'a>6^(ßs). In particular, this is true for s

4.2.4. Proof of Claim 4.5
By the scaling properties of the functions

Hsv

it

suffices to prove Claim 4.5

1. Recall that the periodic orbits of Hu which lie on the level
for the case s
sets defined by ||z||2
tvk have actions which decrease exponentially as v —> oo.
Hence, when considering bounded intervals of actions and large enough v, the only
relevant periodic orbits are those on the level sets of Hu defined by ||z||2
£+fc.

The actions of these orbits are given by

^,*(i)
which decreases to

—

/.-(*£*)-*£*^

irk monotonically. The following result is now obvious.
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Then for sufficiently

be a

non-negative integer and let

—
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(I + 1)tt < a < ß < —lix.

large v

HF[a-/3)(i7^)

=0.

Now, consider intervals of the form [—kn — e, —kn + 5) where 0 < e, S < tt and
k G Z+. By the same reasoning as above, for sufficiently large v, the only level set
with action in this interval is ||z||2 =t^k.

Lemma 4.11. For any
where

SM

0

<

e, ô

<

ty

and all v sufficiently large

is the sphere bundle of the normal bundle to

j(k)

M in W

and

- dim W + fccodimM - 1.

Proof. The assertion, up to the value of the shift j(k), follows immediately from
Theorem 3.5 provided that the set of periodic orbits in ||z||2
£+fc is MorseBott. However, it is straightforward to check that the Morse-Bott condition is
equivalent, for the Hamiltonians in questions, to the condition f"{t~l) ^ 0, [BPS,
Lemma 5.3.2],

The value of j(k) is determined by considering an explicit perturbation of the
Hamiltonian Hu. Any small perturbation Hv of Hu is still in 7^-fc7I"-e.-kir+s
satisfies

It is possible to describe an explicit perturbation whose periodic orbits with actions
in the interval (—kit — e, — kit + S) are all nondegenerate and have Conley-Zehnder
indices in the range
[-(2k + l)n

-m+

1,

-(2k

- l)n + m],

where 2m
dim M and 2n codimM.
Since this range has length 2(n + m) — 1
dim(S'M) and these periodic orbits
must generate the restricted Floer homology, it follows from the isomorphism in
Theorem 3.5 that the shift in grading must be

j(k)

(2k

+ l)n + m

-

1

-dimW + fccodimM

-

1.

For the sake of completeness we now describe the explicit perturbation
mentioned above. First consider the case when M is the origin in W
Cn. Then the
functions Hu are smooth radial functions and we can perturb Hu in the manner
described in detail in [FHW, Section 2.1]. This procedure can be be summarized
as follows. One first approximates Hu(z)
fu(\\z\\2) by fv(q(z)), where q(z) is a
quadratic form which has eigenvalues that are close to one and are independent
With this, the 1-periodic level set ||z||2 £+fc gives rise to n
over the rationals.
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isolated periodic orbits. One then makes additional time-dependent perturbations
which are supported near these isolated orbits and which split each of them into
exactly two nondegenerate orbits. The overall perturbation of Hu then has
exactly 2n periodic orbits with actions in the interval (—kit — e, — kit + S). Their
Conley-Zehnder indices are the integers in the range

(The difference between these index values and those in [FHW] is due to the fact
that the Hamiltonians Hu are concave near the level sets llzll2
t+,, whereas the
Hamiltonians considered in [FHW] are convex. The calculation of the indices is
straightforward but rather tedious, and involves only the définition and standard
properties of the Conley-Zehnder index. We refer the reader to, e.g., [Sa], for a
description of the Conley-Zehnder index and further references.)
To deal with the general case of a tubular neighborhood of M C W, we first
consider a perturbation of Hv of the form /j/(||-z||2) + g(p)- Here g is the pull back
to E of a C2-small Morse function on M. Under this perturbation, the 1-periodic
level set ||z||2 =t~^k gives rise to a sphere of 1-periodic orbits in each of the fibres
of E over the critical points of g. More precisely, in the fibre over a critical point
€ M, the flow of the perturbed function agrees with model described above for
Cn and the Hamiltonian /j/(||-z||2) + g(po)- The sphere of 1-periodic orbits in the
fibre over po is close to the original sphere of 1-periodic orbits for Hv and can be
perturbed as in the case of Cn above. This results in exactly 2n nondegenerate
periodic orbits with actions in the interval (—kn — e, — kn + 5). The contribution
of g to the Hamiltonian flow shifts their Conley-Zehnder indices which now cover
the range

Po

[-(2k + l)n + 1 + Hm(po) ~ m, -(2k

- l)n + nM(po) ~ m],

where hm(po) denotes the Morse index of po- We perturb each fibre over the
critical points of g in the same way. The periodic orbits of the final perturbation
with action in (—kir — e, —kir + ô) are all nondegenerate and have Conley-Zehnder
indices in the interval

[-(2k + l)n
as

c

-m+

1,

-(2k

- l)n + m],
D

required.

Proceeding with the proof of Claim 4.5, we first show that for any constant
c is not a negative integer multiple of tt, the map

< a, where

n: hfLco6)(f„)^hf|?o6)(f„)
is an isomorphism provided that v is large enough.
To do this, we consider the following exact sequence which is
triangle Aca.6(i7J/) (see Section 3.2.4.):
-a

Hv)

a

part of the exact

- HF^ob\H„) ü HF&b\H„) - HF^tf,,).

(8)
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First, assume that c and a are contained in an interval of the form (—Tr(k +
1), —Trk]. Then Lemma 4.10 immediately implies that the first and last terms in
(8) vanish for sufficiently large z/, and hence II is an isomorphism.
Next, we look at the case where c and a are in adjacent intervals, i.e.,
—Tr(k

for some integer k >

2

+

1)

<

(since a <

HFkc-a)(F„)
because

In

a

n-o

+i(l)

dimSM

and

similar manner, we obtain
HFLCO^(F„)

c
—

-ir(k

- 1)

tt). By Lemma 4.11,

if v

Hno+m(SM,Z2)

0,

<

j(l)

-irk

< a<

is large enough,

< j(k). (The sequence

Fno+i(fc)_1(5M,Z2)

j(k)

is increasing.)

0,

when k >2. Hence, in this case, II is again an isomorphism.
Now, for any c < a such that c ^ ttZ+, the map II can be factored
composition of isomorphisms for points in adjacent intervals. More precisely,

II; o II;_i

o

¦

¦

•

o

IIi,

as a

II

where

IV HF^6)(^)^HF^-1>6)(^).
The constants cj are chosen to be in adjacent intervals so that cq
a and
> 1. The previous argument then implies that each IL, is
Cj ^ —ttZ+ for
an isomorphism for sufficiently large v. Thus, the same is true for II.
Z2. The above argument
It remains to show that HF^6)(i7^)

j

HF^6^)

reduces the problem to the calculation of
large enough. By Lemma 4.11, we have

X
since no

+ j(l)

b)(Hu)

HF!^b'(H^) for

Hno+J{1)(SM,Z2)

—2tt

< a <

HdimSM(SM,Z2)

—n and

v

Z2

dim SM. This completes the proof of Claim 4.5.

4.2.5. Proof of Claim 4.6
Again by the scaling properties of the functions HI, it suffices to prove Claim
1 and 1 <
sx < ^J\ + l/(k' + 1).
The proof is divided into two parts. First we prove that there is a constant
< a such that the homomorphism

4.6 when s0
c

is well defined for sufficiently large v. Then we use Lemma 3.8 to prove that this
map is an isomorphism.
For any c < a, the functions HI1 are in Hcb for all sufficiently large v. This
follows again from the fact that, as v increases, the actions A^k{s\) decrease
monotonically to —Tiks\ and the actions A~k{s\) decrease exponentially. Hence,
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to show that the map ôH°iH in (9) is well defined, it remains to find
< a for which the Floer chain map <JH'iH satisfies

577

a

constant

c

for all sufficiently large v.
To prove this, we must approximate the functions Hv and Hf,1 by functions
Hu and Hf1, respectively, which have the nondegeneracy property (*6). Then we
must find a constant c < a such that
(10)

<THÏHv(CFa(Hv))cCFc(H?)

for sufficiently large v (see Section 3.1.3.). In other words, for every x G Va(H„)
we must show that its image cfjj'i fj (x) only contains elements y G V(H^ which
satisfy^l^«! (y) < c.
Let y be in cjj'ijj (x). The fact that the chain map
is defined using a
monotone homotopy already implies that

cjj'ijj

AÈtl{y)<AÈv{x)<a.

(11)

We will show that our choice of si forces the action to drop by some fixed value
a — c > 0 whenever v is large enough and the approximations Hv and Hf1 are
close enough to the original Hamiltomans.
Our choice of k' implies that a G \—{k' + 1)tt, —k'ir), and our choice of si yields

-k'-rrsl > -(k1 + 1)tt > -{k1 + 1)tis\ > -(k1 + 2)tt > -{k1 + 2)Trsl

(12)

^

We will prove that *4jpi (y) < c for some c < a when a
—{k1 + 1)tt. To do this
—{k1 + 1)tt can be
we will utilize the first two inequalities from (12). The case a
dealt with in an entirely similar manner using the last two inequalities from (12).
We recall that, as v —> oo, the action values A^k(s) decrease monotonically
1 and
to —k-Ks2 and the action values A~k(s) decrease exponentially. When s
—(k' + 1)tt, this implies that for any e > 0 we can choose v to be sufficiently
large so that every x G Va{Hu) satisfies

o^

By Lemma 3.1, the 1-periodic orbits of the approximations Hv can be assumed to
have actions arbitrarily close to S(HU). Hence, we also have

Aäv{x) <

-(k'+l)n + e,

(13)

for every x G Va{Hu).
Let N be any positive integer and let S > 0. As above, the asymptotic behavior
of the actions A^k{s)7 for s
s\, implies that, for v sufficiently large and Hf,1
sufficiently close to Hf1, the following alternative holds for every y G V°(Hf1):
Either

-k-Ks\ <

Ajj'i (y)

< -k-Ks\ +

ö

for some k

1,

2,..., N

(14)
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or

AS.i(y)<-Nnsl

(15)

We now fix the constant c so that

ce (-(k'+l)Trsl,

a)

We also choose v and the approximations Hu and Hf,1 so that the constants in
(13), (14), and (15) satisfy the following bounds:
e

< -k'Tvsl + (k'+l)Tv,

Ô

<c+(k' + 1)ttsi,

and

N > k' + 2.

The inequalities (11) and (13), together with our upper bound for

Ag'i

e,

imply that

(y) < —k'ns-^.

It now follows, from the alternative described in (14) and (15), and our lower
bound for N, that
Ajj°i(y) < -{k1 + l)ns\ + Ö.
Finally, our upper bound for

S

implies that

Agsi (y) <
When a

— {k1

+

c.

1)tt, the constant c can be chosen to be in the interval

(-(k' + 2)nsl,a).
Now that we have shown that the map aH«i^ HF[a-b){Hv) -> HF[c'b){H^)
is well defined, it remains to show that it is an isomorphism for large v.
Consider the monotone
from Hv to Hf,1, where <f>: R —> [l,si] is a
homotopy
:

HÎ

smooth increasing function which equals 1 for s < — 1 and equals s i for s > 1.
As above, we denote the actions of the non-constant contractible 1-periodic orbits
HÎ by A^k,+1(4>(s)). Again, as v goes to infinity, the actions

of the function

A^k(4>(s)) decrease monotonically to — kTv(4>(s))2 and the actions Av k(</>(«))
decrease to negative infinity.
For the case a ^ —{k1 + 1)tt, we fix c G { — {k1 + Vfïïs\, a) so that <jh^ih^ is
well defined. Let as be a continuous family of numbers, for s G [—1, 1], such that
a, a\
c, and

a_i

for all s G [—1,1]. For large v, it is clear from their asymptotic behavior that
none of the actions A^k(4>(s)) is ever equal to as. In other words, if one considers
the graphs of the actions A^k(4>(s)) over the interval [—1,1], they do not intersect
the graph of the family as because they are either too close to the graphs of
the functions — kirs or their values are too negative. It follows that the Ht
are in Hasb for all s G [—1, 1] and Lemma 3.8 then implies that <jhsih is an
isomorphism.
—{k1 + 1)tt. This completes the
A similar argument applies in the case a
proof of Claim 4.6 and hence Proposition 4.2.
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Homological symplectic capacity

Closely following [FHW], we will now define a certain relative homological capacity.
The results of this paper imply the finiteness of this capacity in various cases.
As above, let W be a geometrically bounded symplectically aspherical manifold.
For an open subset U C W, we set

limSH[a'6)(t/).
6/0

SH[a'0)(£/)

Furthermore, for

a

compact subset Z C W, we define its symplectic homology

as

lim SH[a'0)(t/),

SR[a'0)(Z)

u\z
where the limit is taken over all open sets U D Z. By the définition of the inverse
we have the projection map

limit,

for every open set U D Z.

Example 5.1. Let M be a closed symplectic submanifold of W and let Br be the
tubular neighborhoods of M constructed in Section 4.1. As readily follows from
§ dim VF
codim M 1. Moreover,
Z2, where n0
Proposition 4.2, SHJ?o'o)(M)
SR[^0)(M) -? SR[^0)(BR) is an isomorphism, provided that a < -tvR2.
0 if -ttR2 < a < 0.
Furthermore, SH[a'0)(Bfi)

-

-

4>%R:

Define the relative homological capacity of (£/, Z) as

cSh(^, Z)

inf{—a

|

4>u ¥" 0

f°r

an c < a}-

Clearly, csh is an invariant of symplectomorphisms of the ambient manifold W.
The fact that csh is a symplectic capacity (defined only on submanifolds of W)
can be easily verified using Proposition 4.2. In other words, we have

Theorem 5.2.
(1) [Invariance].

The relative capacity Csh

*«

an invariant of symplectomor¬

phisms of W.
Let Z' C Z
csh(U,Z)<csh(U,Z').

(2) [Monotonicity].

C U C U'. Then cSn(U, Z) <

cSn(U',Z) and

(3) [Homogeneity]. For any constant a > 0,

csh(U, Z, oui)

acsr(U, Z, lu).

(4) [Normalization]. Assume that M is a closed symplectic submanifold of a
geometrically bounded symplectically aspherical manifold W and let Br be
a symplectic tubular neighborhood of M inW of radius R > 0 (see Section

4.1). ThencSR(BR,M)=TtR2.
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Here the first three assertions are obvious. To prove the last assertion, note
that cSH(Bfi,M) < irR2 by Proposition 4.2. On the other hand, SH[a0)(ßfi) 0
when —tyR2 < a < 0 as readily follows from the analysis carried out in Section
4.2.3. (see Lemma 4.10). Thus, csh(Br, M) > tyR2, which completes the proof of
the last assertion.
The capacity csh(U,point) is essentially the homological capacity introduced
in [FHW]. Once, csa(U, Z) < oo, the symplectic homology of V is non-zero for
any open subset V of U such that Z C V C U. Then a suitable version of
Proposition 3.14 implies the nearby existence theorem in (U,Z), i.e., the existence
of contractible periodic orbits on a dense of levels of any function attaining an
isolated minimum on Z. Yet, the fmiteness of this capacity does not seem to
imply the existence of periodic orbits for almost all energy levels as does the HoferZehnder capacity. A different version of a relative capacity, a relative analogue of
the Hofer-Zehnder capacity, which is sufficient for proving a version of the almost
existence theorem is introduced and analyzed in detail in [GG],
Finally, we note that the relative homological capacity csh is different from,
although apparently related to, the one introduced in [BPS].
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